Abstract-We present a geometric approach for formation control that explicitly decouples translation dynamics from the orientation and shape dynamics. The formation dynamics are modeled as controlled Lagrangian systems on Jacobi shape space, and measurements of shape variables are used as feedback to control the entire formation. This geometric approach allows each member of the formation, modeled as a Newtonian particle, freedom to choose different coordinate frame and shape variables to describe observed orientation and shape of the formation. We derive a class of cooperative control laws and shape consensus algorithms with provable convergence. They can be implemented in a distributed fashion thanks to gauge covariance and coordinate independence associated with the geometric approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in control theory and robotics research have enabled cooperative missions performed by multiple mobile robots. The goal of formation control is to design distributed motion control and planning algorithms to achieve desired cluster shape. A large number of results have emerged in control theory regarding formation control and the closely related consensus problem [1] , [2] . Typically, the motion dynamics of individual robot are simplified to a second order particle model. Graph theory is widely used to model the information exchange among particles [3] - [6] .
In this technical note, we introduce a geometric approach for formation control. After modeling the particle formation as a deformable body, we apply geometric reduction theory to explicitly decompose the collective motion dynamics of all particles into dynamics for the center, the orientation, and the shape of the deformable body. Described using the Jacobi shape coordinates [7] , formation shape is invariant under translation and rotation, and is also independent of the coordinate system in which one chooses to describe it. The geometric approach allows each individual robot to establish a possibly different body frame and use different shape coordinates to observe and describe the formation without knowing the choices of body frame and shape coordinates of other robots. Freedom of choosing coordinates often arises when a certain coordinate system is more convenient than others towards getting more accurate estimates of the orientation and shape of the formation from sensor data. The geometric approach enables formation control laws that achieve shape consensus but do not achieve common velocity among particles, allowing more freedom in designing cooperative missions where the rotation of the formation is necessary. Our previous works [8] , [9] and related work [10] , [11] plied shape theory to formation control. But shape dynamics and gauge covariance, together with their implications for formation control and consensus, are not treated in [10] , [11] . This technical note develops new convergence results on formation control that take advantage of gauge covariance and freedom of choosing shape variables.
II. JACOBI SHAPE SPACE
In this section, we introduce the Jacobi shape space that can be studied as a principal fiber bundle in geometric mechanics [12] , [13] . Jacobi coordinates and Jacobi shape coordinates are introduced as local coordinates describing the principal bundle.
A. The Jacobi Vectors
In the inertial coordinate frame, let qi 2 R 3 , where i = 1; 2; .. .;N, In dropping from F to B, we remove the rotational symmetry from the Jacobi coordinates. After the reduction, the dimension of the shape space B is (3N 0 6). Therefore, we need 3N 0 6 variables to describe a rigid formation in three dimensional space. On this shape space we can define shape variables s k for k = 1; 2; .. .; (3N 0 6) which are rigid motion invariant. Mutual distances, mutual angles, areas and volumes formed by the line segments connecting the particles all serve as candidates for shape variables. The tuple (F; B; SO(3);) formulate a principal fiber bundle. For each point s in the Jacobi shape space, the fiber is homeomorphic to SO(3).
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B. Gauge Conventions and Gauge Transforms
For a given shape s = (s 1 ; s 2 ; ... ; s 3N06 ), we can measure its orientation by attaching a body coordinate system to the formation, and then obtain a group element g 2 SO(3) as the result. The Jacobi coordinates j in the body coordinate system are related to the Jacobi coordinates fj in the inertial frame by fj = g j (s) for j = 1; 2; . ..;N 0 1. Hence the j are vector valued functions of the shape variables s only.
When the shape of the formation changes, the body coordinate system should be consistent i.e. the procedure to establish a body coordinate system should be shape independent. Such a shape independent procedure for establishing a body coordinate system is called a gauge convention [7] . Formally, a gauge convention is a diffeomorphism between F and SO(3) 2 B mapping any point This right action of h(s) on SO (3) is called a gauge transform. Because a gauge transform is a shape dependent group action, an object that obeys simple transformation rules under rigid group action by SO(3) may violate such rules under a gauge transform. We say an object is gauge invariant if it is invariant under any gauge transform. We say an object is gauge covariant if it obeys the transformation rules for rigid group action by SO(3) when it is subjected to a gauge transform. An example of a gauge invariant object is the collection of shape variables s. An example of gauge covariant objects are the Jacobi vectors j in the body frame for j = 1; 2; ... ; N 0 1, since if g j = fj = g We define to be the angular velocity that satisfies _ g = g where is the 3 2 3 skew symmetric matrix created from such that 2 x = x for any vector x. Then _ fj = g( 2j + 3N06 k=1 (@j=@s k )_ s k ). Letting e be the 3 2 3 identity matrix, we define I(s) = N01 j=1 (k j k 2 e 0 j > j ) as the locked inertia tensor of the formation in the body coordinate frame. We also define the gauge potentials to be A k (s) = I 01 N01 j=1 j 2 (@ j =@s k ). Let A = [A1 A2 .. .A3N06] and define the shape metric tensor G as G kl = 0A > k IA l + N01 j=1 (@ > j =@s k )(@j=@s l ) for k; l = 1; 2; ...; 3N 0 6. These quantities are defined on the shape space, i.e. they are independent of orientation, because j only depend on shape variables. We can now rewrite the kinetic energy K in block diagonalized form as
The angular velocity is not gauge covariant. For gauge covariance, we define a combined angular velocity as 7 = + 3N06 k=1 A k _ s k . We want to show that 7 is gauge covariant.
We define k = h > (@h=@s k ) for k = 1; 2; ...; 3N 06. It is easy to see that k is in the Lie algebra so(3). Therefore, we can let k denote the vector representation of k . We prove the following lemmas. 
III. CONTROLLED LAGRANGE EQUATIONS
In [14] and [15] , the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle for rigid body dynamics is rigorously formulated. In this section, we follow a similar approach to derive the dynamics for the formation viewed as a deformable body.
Some specialized notations are used in the derivations. The notation h; i represents the inner product between two column vectors, and the notation h; iM is the inner product between matrices defined as Another relevant notation is T 3 that is the cyclic transpose of T i.e. [14] and [16] . We also use the notation ( ) to denote the skew symmetric matrix representation of a three dimensional vector resulting from a long expression inside the parentheses.
A. The Formation Dynamics
In the lab frame, the particles satisfy the Newton's equations: m i q i = f i for i = 1; 2; . ..;N. Hence, the center of the formation satisfies the Newton's equation M qc = uc where uc is the equivalent force applied to the center. On the Jacobi pre-shape space endowed with the Jacobi coordinates f j , the system equations in the Jacobi coordinates are f j = u f j for j = 1; 2; . . . N 0 1. 
It can be shown that the displacement Y on the Jacobi shape space contains four components Y = (g1; v1; g(1+2); v2). We compute the left hand side of (5) as
We then compute the right hand side of (5) 
Comparing (6) and (7) 
If the potential energy of the system is not zero, then terms involving the potential function enter the dynamics in simple manner as shown in [8] , [9] . We have also shown that u g and u s are related to u f j for j = 1; 2; . . . 
B. Gauge Covariant Control Form
Controllers can be synthesized by designing (u g ; u s ) first and then computing fi for i = 1; 2; . . . ; N , which are the actual forces on each particle. This procedure is gauge dependent. We show that by transforming (u g ; u s ) into a gauge covariant form, we can establish a controller design procedure that allows each particle to use its own gauge convention.
We define the gauge covariant cooperative control form to be the pair (g; s) where g and the kth component of s satisfy g = u g sk = u sk 0 hu g ; A k i (13) for k = 1; 2; . . . ; 3N 0 6. 
C. Freedom of Choosing Shape Coordinates
With the the gauge covariant control defined, we present special control forms that further allow each particle freedom of choosing shape coordinates. Each particle selects its own set of Jacobi shape coordinates and does not necessarily know about choices made by other particles. The control forces computed by each particle are consistent with other particles. 
The proof is omitted since it can be carried out in a similar way as the proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.2. The following theorem states that if certain rules are followed, then the control forces computed in a distributed fashion by different particles are consistent under the gauge transform and shape coordinate transform. Theorem 3.4: Let particle 1 and particle 2 be two members of a N-particle formation governed by the controlled Lagrange equations (11) and (12) . To describe the formation, consider the case that the two particles have established two gauge conventions, selected two sets of Jacobi vectors, and chosen two sets of shape coordinates that are connected by the gauge transform, the changes of Jacobi vectors, and the shape coordinate transform as in Lemma 3. 
Suppose the two particles use the same control force u c for the center of the formation. Then the forces applied to each particle computed by particle 1 are identical to the forces applied to each particle computed by particle 2 when compared in the inertial frame i.e. f 
It is straightforward to show that 
IV. FORMATION CONTROL AND SHAPE CONSENSUS
In this section, we design gauge covariant formation control laws and consensus algorithms that use 7, s, and _ s as feedback to achieve constant shape with constant rotation. We assume that robots are able to measure these quantities with sensors mounted onboard. This assumption is reasonable in practice since a wide variety of range sensors, angle sensors, and stargazers are available on modern mobile robots.
We start with a general Lyapunov candidate function on the Jacobi pre-shape space as
where the K is the kinetic energy given by (2) and 7 0 specifies a desired gauge covariant angular velocity. The function 1(s) 0 is a continuously differentiable function such that 1(s0) = 0 where s0 specifies a desired shape. We also require that 1 0 (s 0 ) = 0 if and only if s = s 0 . An equivalent form of the function V is V = 1(s) + (1=2)(70 7 0 ) > I(7 0 7 0 ) + (1=2)_ s > G_ s, which clearly shows that V is positive definite.
We follow the procedure of a Lyapunov function based design. By the balance law between work and energy [17] or by direct calculation, the time derivative of K along the controlled dynamics (11) and (12) 
where k1 > 0 is a constant gain. This control law is gauge covariant. After using (13) to compute (u g ;u s ), we can show that We omit the proof here since it follows the standard procedure of convergence proof applying LaSalle's invariance principle. We note the following:
Shape Consensus: Suppose we select 1(s) = 0 for all s and 70 = 0. Then g = 0k 1 7 and s = 0k 1 _ s. When subjected to the gauge transform and shape coordinate transform as in Lemma 3.3, the conditions in (19) are satisfied. Therefore, according to Theorem 3.4, we have obtained a distributed shape consensus algorithm that allows each particle to select its own body frame and shape coordinates. The formation will stop rotation and the shape s will converge to constant values. This implies that shape consensus is achieved among the particles.
Coordinate Free Formation Control: Suppose we select 1(s) = (1=2) N01 j=1 kj (s) 0 j(s0)k. One can verify that 1 0 (s) = 0 if and only if s = s0. Furthermore, it is straightforward to show that this 1 0 (s) term makes the control laws in (26) satisfy the conditions in (19). Therefore, the formation control law can be implemented in a distributed manner, allowing each particle freedom to choose body frame and shape coordinates.
V. CONCLUSION
In this technical note, we introduce a geometric approach based on Jacobi shape theory to study formation dynamics and control. Our results show that gauge invariance and covariance can be utilized to allow the freedom of choice of body frames and shape coordinates for each robot. Such freedom enables distributed computation of the control laws as well as shape consensus algorithms. We develop distributed gauge covariant feedback control achieving constant shape and rotation of the formation with provable convergence.
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